
Amazing Polly explains why she is So Over Coronavirus.

https://zbbb278hfll091.  bitchute  .com/ZofFQQoDoqYT/Jb8qRe07nvWV.  mp4

Amazing Polly - I'm So Over Coronavirus -  28th July 2021
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Jb8qRe07nvWV/

Amazing Polly
https://amazingpolly.net/index.php

The writing was on the wall for the mendacious medics when they switched to reporting cases 
without bothering to differentiate between asymptomatic cases and  symptomatic cases.

And as it appears the Shit Is Hitting The Fan in the form of Antibody-Dependent Enhancement 
the mendacious medics extend the scope of their corona clusterfuck.

Dr. James Lyons-Weiler’s email response on 7-25-21 below:

This is only about the CDC’s original test.

It was flawed:

“CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel”

That is the precise name of the test that CDC designed after it refused to adopt the test that 
had been developed in Germany. 

There has been speculation that this means that they might drop PCR testing all together 
however I believe that is unlikely. 

The Smoking Gun is the use of a lower CT threshold for people who have been vaccinated.

CDC is only reporting breakthrough cases with CT less than 28 and dead 
or hospitalized. They are reporting in the unvaccinated CT up to 38 or 39.They are reporting in the unvaccinated CT up to 38 or 39.

This will bias the reports and make it look like Delta or other variants are occurring only in 
the unvaccinated.

They know precisely what they’re doing, we called them out on it. 

The mainstream media and the so-called fact-checkers said that we were wrong, but if you 
look at the CDC’s website it’s exactly what they’re doing.

This blatant in-your-face biasing of Public Health Data reporting and should be grounds
for dismissal and or imprisonment. 

It is, in my view, falsification of public health records.

Only One Test Recalled – Dozens Remain - Dr. James Lyons-Weiler Confirms this Analysis
TeachersForChoice.org - Michael Kane - 25th July 2021
https://teachersforchoice.org/2021/07/25/covid-pcr-tests-recalled-by-fda/
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